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Value proposition
Medical Air is committed to being the automatic
choice for every healthcare and life sciences
facility that needs safe, clean, productive
environments. Our confidence comes from the
certainty that our installations, products and
service programmes offer highly engineered,
user-friendly solutions, unrivalled protection and
outstanding value. As a company, we also have
a proven focus on energy-efficiency across our
product portfolio.

Company history
Founded in 1982, Medical Air has always been
based in Manchester, with its own dedicated
facility for product design, fabrication, assembly
and testing.
In August 2013, a management buy-out took
Medical Air into a new and exciting era. The new
owners had a clear vision and plan to stabilise,
consolidate and develop the company.
This progression allows us to develop even
further our commitment to giving customers
the personal service that comes from working
with highly focused specialist companies and
dedicated teams, while remaining true to our
‘family company’ ethos.
Steve Stott, Managing Director: Medical Air Ltd
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Part of this vision was the separation into two
distinct companies, under the holding company
Medical Air Ltd (MAL):
• Medical Air Technology Ltd (MAT) - The
design and installation of clean air engineering
solutions to create safe, clean, productive working
environments.
• Medical Air Technology Facilities Management
(MAT FM) – Aftercare of all core products and
turnkey packages offered by MAT, and worldwide
service and validation of healthcare and
pharmaceutical critical air systems, all supported
by a full spares supply network.

Engineering excellence
Medical Air has been at the forefront of clean air
engineering for over 30 years.
We have one of the most experienced in-house
engineering teams in the business, and work with
you every step of the way to create a clean air
environment that works within your space, budget
and specific needs.

At our UK R&D facility, we are constantly
designing, engineering and refining to make
sure that our products are right at the forefront of
technology and current thinking. Refurbishment
or new build, a single item or a total turnkey
installation, modular or standard construction, we
will work with you to engineer the right solution,
supported by our testing, commissioning and
validation service.

Innovation
Medical Air is known throughout the world for ultraclean ventilation (UCV) canopies. Our hugely
successful healthcare award-nominated ECO-flow™ range was designed to support hospitals in their
efforts to meet infection control and energy efficiency targets and continues to evolve in response to
technological advances and market demands.
Our effective clean air solutions for aseptic suites and containment laboratories have been globally
recognised, and we have worked with many prestigious institutions as they fulfil their vision of
developing healthcare technologies to diagnose and combat diseases.
Our designs are always developing, always evolving – your expectations don’t stand still, and neither
do we.

Expert installation
Our experienced project managers and
installations team are committed to ensuring
every build goes as smoothly as possible negotiating the challenges of working in a live
area, of bringing heavy equipment through a
busy healthcare or life science environment, of
delivering a world-class facility, all with minimal
disruption to staff and patients.
We work as part of your team, and we aren’t
happy until you are.

/ Innovative design
/ Skilled project management
/ Commitment to health and safety
/ Environmental awareness
/ Defect-free installations
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“We had no hesitation in choosing MAT
to refurbish our operating theatres. We
needed a partner that fully understood the
requirements of a busy hospital and how to
minimise the impact of the refurbishment.
We were confident that MAT’s expertise in
medical technology and experience within
the sector made it the ideal partner for this
major project.”
Karen Croker:
Director of Operations,
Weston Area Health NHS Trust

Operating theatre solutions
MAT will work with you to design, build, install and
commission the ideal operating theatre, whether you
want individual products from our range, or a total turnkey
package, for a conventional theatre or an integrated OR.
We also offer operating theatre validation and maintenance.
Where necessary, we use a network of trusted suppliers
to ensure your theatre receives the best products on the
market.
MAT is known globally for its ultraclean ventilation
canopies: our ECO-flow™ range offers energy efficiency
with outstanding performance; the screenless DYNAMIC™
demonstrates our understanding of changing market
requirements; the virtually silent Freeflow™ was the first
screenless canopy to be installed in a UK hospital. We
have also introduced a lay-up cabinet to the products we
produce in-house - the perfect solution when space is
limited, but infection control essential.
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Our portfolio includes:

/ ECO-flow™ low energy ultraclean
ventilation canopies (UCV)
/ Lay-up cabinets
/ Operating lights
/ Surgeons’ panels
/ Fixed and multi-movement pendants
/ Uninterruptable Power Supply (UPS)
/ Isolated Power Supply (IPS)

Aseptic suite solutions

Containment lab solutions

MAT offers a turnkey design and build solution for
a wide variety of aseptic suites, right through from
concept to delivery of a fully MHRA-licensable
facility with integrated ventilation system. Easy
to clean and maintain, and built to industry
standards EUGMP ISO 14644, features include:

MAT offers a turnkey design and build solution for
CAT 2,3 and 4 labs, providing a fully compliant
facility with integrated ventilation system. Easy to
clean and maintain, and DOH ACDP and SAPOcompliant, features include:

/ Fully sealed environments

/ Total containment

/ Bespoke air conditioning systems

/ Controlled fumigation process

/ Fully welded vinyl construction

/ Safe storage of biological
agents/pathogens

/ Specialist finishes
/ Constant negative pressure
/ Integrated microbiological cabinets
class I and II
/ Security and IT legal requirements
/ Specialist finishes

Modular/Off-site
construction
Modular design, where entire sections of a build
are constructed off-site, is increasingly being
recognised as a faster, smarter, greener approach
to specialist healthcare construction projects. MAT
is ideally placed to help you make the most of
these benefits, providing innovative solutions to
even the most complex construction projects.
We offer hire, lease or purchase options and
provide solutions for:
·
·
·
·
·

Operating theatres
Aseptic suites
CAT 2 & 3 facilities
Laboratories
Cleanrooms
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“The team from MAT FM gave us excellent
service again this year, performing their
role in a very respectful and professional
manner. I want to thank them particularly
for appreciating the patients’ and families’
experience on the unit – your engineers
noticed the air vents were causing
disturbance and adapted them to reduce
the noise; this displays their commitment to
providing us with an excellent service and
we are very grateful to them”
Karen Wall:
Senior Sister,
Ward 3 Children’s HSCT Unit,
Great North Children’s Hospital

Validation, Servicing and Maintenance
MAT FM provides aftercare service and support
for all core products and turnkey packages offered
by MAT, and worldwide service and validation
of healthcare and pharmaceutical critical air
systems, all supported by a full spares supply
network.
Our service packages, available in three levels,
allow you to choose exactly the level of cover you
need, from the basic UCV or AHU service, right
through to complete validation.
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We are also able to offer revalidation compliance
testing and certification of all laminar flow systems
and containment cabinets. Tests include:

/ UCV air velocity
/ Particulate cleanliness
/ Air change rates

Key markets served:
Healthcare

Laboratory research

MAT has built its reputation for excellence through
its engineering of clean air solutions and infection
control systems for operating theatres and
associated facilities in the healthcare sector.

MAT’s solutions for the laboratory research sector
encompass the entire implementation process,
right through from concept to project handover.
We have wide experience of working on CL3
facilities and aseptic suites.

With over 30 years’ experience, a highly skilled
team and a comprehensive product range, MAT
can apply its specialist design and installation
solutions to HTM 03-01 operating theatres, air
ventilation systems, aseptic suites, CL2/3/4
containment laboratories, CSSD suites, isolation
suites and IVF treatment facilities.

Our designs and products are geared around
responding to key end user requirements:
increased user comfort, prevention of cross
contamination, and the supply and installation of
specialist ancillary equipment. Users can also
personalise their cleanroom or aseptic suite with
bespoke materials and finishes.

Manufacturing
While MAT’s expertise has traditionally been applied
within the healthcare and life science arenas, in
recent years there has been increased demand
for highly controlled clean air environments in the
manufacturing sector.
MAT is ideally placed to apply its skills and
knowledge to this developing market, bringing the
same understanding of clean air it has gained from
years of experience to the manufacturing sector.
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